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Tampon
dispensers
gather dust
BILL GARDNER | NEWS EDITOR

Women in need of a pad or tampon won’t
find them in the dispensers on campus. For
the past four years, maintenance has not been
refilling the dispensers in the bathrooms of
academic and administrative buildings, according to Lori Moore, assistant manager of
facility services at Kenyon. Now, the shortage
of feminine hygiene products in public restrooms across campus is receiving heightened
scrutiny.
Student Council discussed the lack of tampons in the Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC)
during their meeting last Sunday. Over the past
four weeks, in meetings with building managers, the student managers of the KAC have
been calling on the College to refill the athletic
center’s tampon dispensers.
page 4
After a month of complaints, the lack of women’s sanitary products is drawing the administration’s attention. | Victoria Ungvarsky

Undercover officer
cites underage
drinking at the VI
GABRIELLE HEALY | NEWS EDITOR

Gobble up Peircegiving
Peircegiving starts tonight at 5 p.m. in Peirce Dining Hall. | Jack Zellweger
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of redskin potatoes
Information provided by AVI

On Oct. 8, three Kenyon students were cited for underage
consumption of alcohol in an apparent sting operation at the
Village Inn (VI) conducted by the Ohio Department of Liquor
Control. Joel Gunderson, co-owner of the VI, said the technique
of using an undercover officer to ensure alcohol compliance was
new.
After directing members of a wedding reception to the VI,
the three students were invited to join the party. About fifteen
minutes after the students entered the establishment, four deputies from the Knox County Sheriff’s Office (KCSO) arrived.
Flashlights aloft, they began asking everyone for identification.
Three students, as well as one individual with the wedding reception, received citations for underage consumption.
The Collegian interviewed two of the three individuals who
received citations, a sophomore male student and a first-year
male student, both of whom were under 21. Both requested anonymity due to a wish to keep their legal record private.
“I was hardly even buzzed,” the sophomore said, noting he
had consumed three beers earlier in the night at an Acland
apartment. He admitted that to the sheriff because he assumed
that he would have to undergo a sobriety test, but he said he was
not Breathalyzed.
The first-year student said he had also been drinking prior to
arriving at the VI. Both said they had not consumed alcohol at
the restaurant, nor were any drinks purchased for them. “I was
just there to hang [out], personally,” the first-year student said.
After they arrived, the sophomore student had noticed something odd at the VI. “There was a ... guy who was in there in
jeans and a t-shirt,” he said. “I thought it was sketchy because
he was the only one not with the wedding party.” The students
said the KCSO officers on the scene confirmed that page 4
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Mold forces students out of room
NATALIE TWITCHELL
STAFF WRITER

Ghosts weren’t the only thing
floating in the Caples Residence
Hall air around this Halloween.
Jackie Dicks ’19 and Emily Ward
’19, moved out of their seventh-floor
Caples room and into Mather Residence Hall because of what Dicks
called “bad black mold.” Assistant
Director of Housing and Residential life Lisa Train, said Dicks’ and
Ward’s room was the only one affected by the mold, although surrounding areas and random Caples
rooms were checked.
“From what I understand, the

air test originally came back as normal,” Train said. “However, there
was a spot on the wall by the window that tested positive.” Since the
mold was removed, recent tests have
not detected mold.
Indoor mold can cause upper
respiratory tract symptoms and
coughing, according to the Institute
of Medicine. The Center for Disease
Control has said immune-compromised individuals and those with
chronic lung disease — as well as
those with asthma or mold allergies
— may develop other symptoms.
Dicks’ and Ward’s Caples room
was one of multiple recent cases in
which the College addressed a low-

risk mold situation, according to
Steven Arnett, director of facility
operations. A low-risk case involves
fewer than 10 square feet of confirmed mold, Arnett said. Custodians are responsible for handling lowrisk cases; medium- or high-risk
cases, which involve over 10 square
feet of affected area, are handled by
independent contractors. (Train
said hiring an outside contractor is
standard for mold situations.)
On Oct. 28, a company van from
Rapid Mold Removal was seen near
Caples and Mather. The Collegian
attempted to contact the company
multiple times to set up an interview
and did not receive a response.
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CORRECTIONS
In the Nov. 10 issue, the Collegian misidentified the winner
of the of the election for Knox County Commissioner. Thom
Collier won the race against Mary Chapa.
The Collegian regrets this error.
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Black Box construction, stymied by vandalism, faces delays
Unkown perpetrator breaks door, urinates on electrical panel and damages heating ducts.
GRACE RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

Construction on the Black
Box Theater is delayed due to
recent vandalism and because
initial designs for the theater
failed to include a fire containment system, according to
Jonathan Tazewell, Thomas S.
Turgeon professor of drama.
The new theater, which was
initially slated to open in September, will likely open for
student use next semester.
Last weekend, a vandal
broke through one of the Black
Box’s temporary doors, urinated on an uninstalled electrical
panel, removed construction
plans from the building and
climbed into the rafters of the
incomplete building, damaging ducts for heating, ventilation and air conditioning, according to Director of Campus
Safety Bob Hooper.
The design for the new Black
Box includes features lacking
in the old space, like a garagestyle loading door in the back
for scenery and furniture, curtain corridors that will allow
actors to make entrances from
four different points, a backstage area, a green room, two
restrooms compliant with the
Americans with Disabilities
Act, moveable seating to allow
for various styles of staging
and an improved lighting grid
14 feet above the stage, according to Tazewell.
The old Black Box Theater,
a renovated bank building

After a break-in, the new Black Box theater is now likely to open next semester. | Grace Richards

constructed in 1905, was only
wheelchair accessible through
the back of the building. The
old theater, demolished this
summer, also lacked a public
bathroom for use during performances, since the only restroom was behind the stage.
The Horn Gallery and Weaver
Cottage are the only readily
available spaces this semester
for student theater productions unaffiliated with the
Kenyon College Dance and
Dramatic Club, according to

drama major Laurel Waller ’19.
The performance area of
the old Black Box was 750
square feet, according to the
Kenyon website, while the
planned performance space in
the new Black Box will be approximately 900 square feet.
The new theater will hold up
to 99 seats, according to Tazewell.
Mollie Greenberg ’19 is excited about these new features,
although the old Black Box
held sentimental value for her:

Watching a rehearsal of firstyear theater troupe Renegade
Theater in that space inf luenced her decision to attend
Kenyon. Last spring, Greenberg starred in Renegade’s
production of No Exit, one of
the last productions in the old
Black Box.
“I think it’s sad that old
things have to be torn down,”
Greenberg said. “I wish that
the Black Box could still be
here and even serve a different
purpose, but I think it’s really

exciting that we’re getting this
new one.”
Tazewell hopes that the theater becomes part of the “village feel” of the North Campus
Apartments. The design of the
incomplete Black Box echoes
the austere gray architecture
of the nearby Craft Center.
“I think people are going to
be really excited about it once
they get to get inside and see
how much more functional it
is than the space we had before,” Tazewell said.

College developing CompSci major; available in 5-10 years
INDIA AMOS
STAFF WRITER

ly into one of the fundamental
scientific disciplines, and so it
Kenyon is setting itself would be appropriate and deapart from other liberal arts sirable for Kenyon to have a
colleges across the country, program in computer science.”
but maybe not for the right reaMilnikel said the potential
sons: Kenyon is one of the last computer science major came
elite liberal arts schools in the up during a lunch discussion
country that
in May
does not of2015.
If we’re going to In Febfer a computer
do computer sci- ruary
science major,
ence,
we’re
going to do a
according to
2016,
Professor of program of the caliber and ProMathematics
vost Joe
quality you’d expect from
Bob Milnikel.
Klesner
Kenyon.
Now, a board
called
James Skon, visiting professor
has assembled
together
of mathmatics
to
advocate
a dozen
for a computor
so
er science major at Kenyon — faculty members along with
which would ideally be avail- Ron Griggs, vice president for
able to students within the library and information sernext five to 10 years.
vices, to investigate whether
“Computer science is very or not a computer science promuch part of the liberal arts gram would work at Kenyon.
in the 21st century,” Milnikel The College is still in the early
said. “It’s matured very quick- stages of the process of creat-

“

ing the major.
Davidson College in North
Carolina and Whitman College in Washington are two
other notable liberal arts
schools that initially resisted
adopting the major, Milnikel
said, but both will be adding
computer science to their curriculum next year.
The largest obstacle in
bringing this major to Kenyon is securing funding for
the new department, but, according to James Skon, visiting professor of mathematics
and computer science, a lack
of funding will not deter the
College from testing the feasibility of the major.
“If we’re going to do computer science,” Skon said,
“we’re going to do a program
that is of the caliber and the
quality that you’d expect from
Kenyon.”
President Sean Decatur believes that a computer science

major can thrive at Kenyon. “I
think there’s a really good argument to be made that computer science has emerged as
a true liberal arts discipline,”
President Sean Decatur said.
“There’s a particular way of
looking at problems ... that’s
based on algorithmic thinking, that is fueled by computer
science.”
Students believe upgrading
Kenyon’s current computer
science concentration to a full
major would be an asset.
Sam Troper ’18, the founder of the Kenyon Computing
Club, said he viewed Kenyon’s
lack of a computer science
major as one of the College’s
drawbacks. Troper is a mathematics and economics double
major but said if Kenyon had
a computer science major, he
would have done that instead.
“The fact that Kenyon doesn’t
have a computer science program is kind of absurd in a

way,” Troper said. Dan Olivieri ’19 said that, while it is
frustrating he cannot major
in computer science during
his time at Kenyon, he is happy future students will have
the opportunity. “[The major] is going to add a lot to the
school,” he said. To make up
for Kenyon’s lack of a computer science major, Olivieri took
a class in computer programming through a cross-registration program with Mount
Vernon Nazarene University
last year.
Skon believes computer science would add a welcome
dimension to the Kenyon liberal arts experience. “When
you look at companies like
Google and Apple and Oracle,
they like to hire people from
liberal arts colleges,” he said.
“They want people who can
think critically about building
systems that are going to do
unique things for people.”
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Election incites anxiety on campus

A new buddy system and panel
discussions address student fear.

KEVIN CRAWFORD
NEWS ASSISTANT

One week after the results of
the 2016 Presidential Election,
Kenyon’s response to Donald
Trump’s victory is permeating
classrooms, dorms and common
spaces across campus.
Some administrators and professors have extended their office
hours to give students a chance
to share their feelings about the
election, and many professors
diverted from their lesson plans
on Wednesday and Thursday last
week to give students an intellectual break or a chance to decompress and discuss the election.
The Office of Diversity Equity
and Inclusion, the Department of
Political Science, and other College offices have sponsored faculty
panels and conversations about a
Trump presidency.
The student managers of the
Crozier Center for Women sent
an email last Saturday announcing the creation of a buddy system for students concerned about
their personal safety. The system
will provide company for students traveling across campus or
to Mount Vernon, and will operate seven days a week for as many
hours a day as volunteers are
available.

A Clinton-Kaine campaign sign in Mount Vernon | Shane Canfield

Visiting Assistant Professor of
Spanish Mónica García Blizzard
allowed her students to postpone
a grammar quiz, while Assistant
Professor of English Rosemary
O’Neill let her students decide
how the class would proceed on
the morning after the election. For
her class on the Thursday after the
election, O’Neill invited students
to her home to discuss the election in a relaxed atmosphere.
This week, various student organizations organized forums to
help students cope with post-election America and share worries
and opinions.
The Discrimination Advisors,
North Campus Community Advisors and the Center for Global

Engagement organized discussions about the impact of the
election; yesterday the Asia Society facilitated a discussion about
the intersection between Asian
American identity and American
politics was led by
But the anxieties of minority
groups on campus remain high.
Some students had already faced
adversity in Knox County even
before the election: Chloe Hannah-Drullard ’20 recounted an
experience in the Mount Vernon
Wal-Mart two weeks before the
election.
“I bumped into a man in a
‘Make America Great Again’ hat
who responded to my apology
with, ‘I could kill you for that,

KAC remedies shortage of
tampons after complaints
Continued from Page 1

“[Women] are so used to
going up to random strangers and asking if they have a
pad or a tampon … but at the
KAC, [people ask] pretty often,” Emma Olson ’17, a student manager at the KAC, said.
“Athletes will run by. We’ll have
a couple who are visiting come
in and ask. And, I mean, if you
are visiting the school, it gets a
little awkward.”
There was little effort to refill
the dispensers until last week,
according to the four managers. Now, after almost a month
of meetings, Justin Newell, assistant athletic director and
director of the KAC informed
them on Tuesday that the College ordered a new shipment of
tampons for the women’s bathrooms in the KAC.
These aren’t the only feminine hygiene product dispensers on campus that lie empty.
Over the weekend, Collegian staffers checked the availability of feminine hygiene
products in 18 academic and
administrative buildings. Of
the 21 dispensers the Collegian
found, only two had accessible
tampons; many bathrooms
did not have dispensers at all.
The other dispensers were ei-

ther empty or did not function
properly.
For the tampons in the two
stocked dispensers, the Collegian attempted to date the
Tampax and Playtex logos on
the packaging using Logopedia.
Both dispensers held tampons
with logos indicating that they
are least eight years old, and
could be as many as 13 years
old. Tampons have a five-year
expiration date, according to
Women’s Health Magazine, and
could be hazardous if they accumulate bacteria or mold.
Many administrators were
unclear on the extent of the issue with the tampon and pad
dispensers. President Sean Decatur and Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman said they
did not hear anything about the
lack of tampons in the KAC until they saw the Student Council
meeting minutes email.
Part of the reason it took so
long to order tampons for the
KAC, Newell said, is because
he wasn’t sure who was responsible for replacing the products
or maintaining the dispensers.
“I had no understanding of the
process,” Newell said. “Apparently the KAC ran out last year,
and maintenance stopped filling them.”
Moore said this was an is-

sue they would raise at their
upcoming manager’s meeting
with Steven Arnett, director of
facility operations. Kohlman
also said he would discuss this
issue with Arnett in the coming
weeks; the two met yesterday to
discuss the problem, according
to Cindy Burgett, administrative assistant to the director of
facility operations. Arnett did
not respond after multiple requests for comment.
Ramsey Brown ’18 hopes
that having tampons in the
KAC will lead the College to restock all the dispensers around
campus. “There are these dispensers, [so] the school was
providing the stuff at some
point,” Brown said. “So then,
when did it stop?”
Olson agrees, and hopes
that everyone understands
how important the availability
of these products is for bodily
health. “I would love for everybody on campus to understand
this issue,” she said. “It’s critical to women’s health and it’s
something that’s never talked
about.”
Having empty dispensers,
she said, is a disservice to people
who menstruate. “Emergencies
happen,” Olson said. “To have
[empty dispensers] there is just
like mocking.”

n*****,’” Hannah-Drullard said.
“At the time, I simply threw up my
hands and shrugged it off because
I was sure that Hillary would win,
and in Hillary’s America, that
kind of behavior would finally
die out. That didn’t happen, and
I — a gay, black, Latina woman —
stayed huddled in the library until
2 a.m., afraid to walk to the quad.”
At Tuesday night’s panel discussion hosted by the North Campus Community Advisors, several
students belonging to or identifying with marginalized groups on
campus vocalized a similar fear.
“The people of color and the
marginalized people on campus
are processing the election like
everyone else,” Isabella Bird-Mu-

ñoz ’18, who is Puerto Rican and
queer-identifying, said at the panel, “but are also dealing with the
aggressions that come with this
presidential election,” referring to
a national increase in hate crimes.
Eric Sutton ’18, president of the
Black Student Union, highlighted
the increasingly important role
of majority groups in supporting
minority groups at the discussion.
“We don’t know what Donald
Trump is going to do,” Sutton
said, “but we have weeks to decide
what we’re going to do.”
Students are not the only ones
speaking out in response to the
results of the presidential election. In an open letter emailed to
students on Monday night, 164
College staffers and professors
pledged to support all students
who feel threatened under the
Trump presidency.
“We will not ‘be okay’ until all
marginalized communities can
honestly claim the inalienable
rights protected by the texts of
our democracy—not for citizens
or for groups, but for humanity,”
the letter read.
“We will not ‘be okay’ until
the last members of the community are. We will not “be okay”
until we all no longer fear for our
safety.”

Students cited at the VI
Continued from Page 1

this individual was an undercover officer. Gunderson confirmed that some
individuals had been cited
by KCSO, although he said
he could not remember
the exact date of the operation. Gunderson heard
from the Ohio Department of Liquor Control
officer on the scene that,
because he was told that
the individuals cited had
been consuming beverages purchased for them, the
restaurant was not liable.
No legal action was taken
against the establishment.
The Ohio Department of
Liquor Control did not
immediately respond to
repeated requests for comment.
Captain Jay Sheffer said
he was not aware of any citations for underage consumption issued by KCSO
at the Village Inn on that
date; he said “he did not
see any reports that indicate” an event like this.
Knox County Sheriff David Shaffer was not available for comment.
The sophomore student
showed this reporter a
photo of the pink ticket for
underage consumption he
recieved that night, which

noted the date and time of
his court summons the following week.
Three male students,
along with one individual
with the wedding party,
produced
identification
and were taken outside,
where sheriff’s deputies
wrote them tickets an hour
after they entered the restaurant. A female sophomore, who was with them
at the time, said she was
not charged after she could
not produce any identification. She described the
officials’ treatment of the
charged students as “really
intense.”
The first-year student
agreed with the female student’s description of the
events. “We were lectured
by the police officers about
the dangers of underage drinking,” he said. “It
didn’t feel right because ... I
wasn’t drunk at the time. I
felt like I was being responsible and I wasn’t bothering anyone.”
The students went to
Mount Vernon Municipal Court on Oct. 11,
where they pled no contest
(meaning that they admitted the facts of the alleged
incident but not their guilt)
to the charge of underage
consumption and posses-

sion of alcohol by a minor.
They each received a $200
fine and paid $76 in court
fees. They also have to complete 20 hours of community service.
The male sophomore
student said they completed alcohol counseling with
Mike Durham, the interim
co-director of counseling
services. The sophomore
student also said he had
a meeting with Melissa
Swartz, the assistant director of student rights and responsibilities.
Gunderson said he
thought there seemed to be
an increase in law enforcement’s focus on underage
consumption in the Gambier area. Sheffer disagreed.
“It’s kind of status quo,” he
said, although he said he
had not seen any data to
that effect.
Both students who received citations agreed
that receiving a citation
for underage consumption felt odd. “It was absurdly inconsistent with
the social norms,” the male
sophomore student said,
referencing the significant
amount of individuals that
consume alcohol under the
age of 21. “It’s something
everyone recognizes the
absurdity of.”
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Sophomore discusses disability, identity at DA Storytime
Justin Martin ’19 talks perception, fear and understanding in his life and while at Kenyon.
LAUREN ELLER
FEATURES EDITOR

“You, at least to some degree, are
afraid of me.”
That is how Justin Martin ’19
began his Nov. 11 talk in Peirce
Lounge as part of the Discrimination Advisors’ Storytime series, bimonthly gatherings for the Kenyon
community to share their personal
narratives. Martin, who has cerebral palsy and uses a motorized
wheelchair, emphasized that there
is nothing inherently wrong with
the fear that able-bodied people
have of him, but that it is painful
when they use that fear as an excuse to distance themselves from
him instead of engaging with him
and learning more. He spoke about
his experience as a disabled person
grappling with the fact that others’
ideas of him are often privileged
over his own conception of himself.
“Being a minority in this country,” he said, “means from a very,
very, very young age, you have to
have a strong sense of who you are
and what you can do.”
When Martin was in second
grade, his school initially told him
that if he received a computer —
since he could not hold a pencil in
order to write — the tool would give
him an “unfair advantage” over the
other students. When preparing for
college, Martin indicated his desire
to be an English major. But Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities (OOD) — a state agency
that funded Martin’s lift system for

his bathroom at Kenyon — wanted
him to pick a major like business
or economics. Martin said this was
because they did not think someone
“in my situation” could be an English teacher, even though he has experience teaching English. As a junior, he taught three periods of AP
Language and Composition every
day for two weeks at Hilliard Darby
High School in Hilliard, Ohio.
Today, Martin is an English
major, has read his poetry at the
Columbus Museum of Art and is
a founding member of Kenyon’s
comedy improvisation group The
Ballpit Whalers.
Martin’s sense of humor was
evident in his talk: In one instance
he compared the dreams able-bodied people have with the dreams of
everyday interactions (like getting
coffee) he had for many years as a
disabled person.
“I don’t know what able-bodied
people dream about,” he said with a
laugh. “I bet it’s awesome.”
Martin also shared his thoughts
on the election of Donald Trump to
the U.S. presidency on Nov. 9. He
said that many Americans are left
feeling isolated and afraid. But he
doesn’t like how people use fear to
turn away from people who need
them, which — “spoiler alert,” he
said — is everyone. He said we need
to be vigilant and empathetic with
people who are hurting more than
ever before. He stressed that those
present should resist Trump and
his hateful rhetoric, but also need
to strive to not be divisive. “Resist
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Justin Martin ’19 addressed a packed Peirce Lounge for his DA Storytime talk. | Jess Kusher

the voice in you that tells you to lash
out at people,” he said. He posed a
question to the crowd: How do we
bring people who aren’t directly affected by a Trump presidency into
the fold?
Trump’s presidency could affect Martin’s ability to attend Kenyon, and he is unsure whether or
not he will be able to return next
year. Trump has indicated he supports Speaker of the House Paul
Ryan’s budget, which urges states
to switch from formula grants to
block grants. In the past, Medicaid block grants have offered much
less funding to disabled people for
necessities like track-lift systems

(which lift and move a person from
point to point along a ceiling track),
medication, providers, wheelchair
repairs and more.
“I’m going to yell at some people
in government if I have to, which I
have experience with,” he said. “But
you all need to, too. I want to stay
here.” Martin testified to the Ohio
House of Representatives the summer before his first year to stop a
proposed bill that would have replaced independent care providers (aides Martin himself can hire
and dismiss) with agency providers
(who are strangers Martin would
not choose). The bill did not ultimately pass.

Martin believes this campus
has a lot of work to do in terms of
its treatment of minorities generally; he has spoken to other disabled
people who attended Kenyon before
him who felt the same way about
the treatment of disabled students.
Martin could have gone to a more
accessible campus, he said, but he
came to Kenyon for “this inarticulable magic here that draws people
to it.” And Martin wants this magic
to be more reachable for others.
“If you truly love this campus,
if you truly felt the joys of the best
days at Kenyon,” he said, “why
would you want to keep a single
person from that experience?”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

24

25

23

21

Answer

Emily Carter ‘17

CeCe Dye ’18

Andrew Hall ‘19

Mimi Frieberg ’20

Where was the first
Thanksgiving held?

Plymouth,
Massachusetts

Plymouth Rock

Plymouth Rock

Massachusetts

Plymouth

Which founding father wanted
the turkey to be our national
bird?

Benjamin Franklin

Jefferson

Jefferson

Ben Franklin

George Washington

How many calories does the
average American consume at
Thanksgiving?

3,000

1,200

2,000

4,000

4,500

What remarkable lunar event
happened this week?

Super moon, otherwise
known as the beaver
moon

Super moon

Beaver super moon

Super moon

The beaver super moon

Weekly Scores

1

1

3

2
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Shawnee, Ohio
Not just a ghost town
Left: Storefronts line Main Street in Shawnee, Ohio. Right: A stairwell leading up to the theater in Shawnee. | Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
JUSTIN SUN
STAFF WRITER

With its protruding balconies,
wooden storefronts and blockish
brick architecture, Main Street
in Shawnee, Ohio, about an hour
and a half drive south of Kenyon, looks like it came straight
from the 19th century. For long
stretches of time, the street is
eerily empty. About half of the
buildings are boarded up, and in
others the windows reveal scenes
of disuse: piles of antiques, dusty
signs left on the floor. A dilapidated statue of the Virgin Mary
stares blankly out from a cracked
window.
The website Forgotten Ohio
(forgottenoh.com), which profiles abandoned or rumoredly
haunted structures throughout
the state, says that “Shawnee
seems like a ghost town in many
ways.” While the words “ghost
town” evoke tumbleweeds blow-

ing across a barren street, Shawnee still has life. The town has
665 residents, according to the
2010 census — down from its estimated peak of nearly 4,000 in
the late 19th century. A few cars
are parked along the side of Main
Street, where a furniture store, a
bar and an antique shop still operate. At night, the streetlights
cast their faint glow on the old
buildings.
Most Shawnee residents
drive out of town for work in
either Logan, Ohio (about a
25-minute drive from the town)
or somewhere in Columbus
(more than an hour away), according to long-time Shawnee
local Pat Wohrle — one of the
few Shawnee residents who still
works in town. Wohrle converted an abandoned ice factory into
a shop that sells almost everything, from pizza to movies to
toilets, to residents who would
otherwise have to drive to Co-

lumbus to buy many of their necessities.
At its height, the town was a
booming center for Perry County’s coal country, with several
mines sheltered in its hills. It was
also home to a brick factory and
then a fiberglass factory. All have
since closed down.
The many buildings along
Main Street make it clear that
Shawnee was once a bustling
place. A tall, brick building, the
Tecumseh Theater, once housed a
cinema on its bottom floor and a
theater on the second. Its ground
floor is now the Tecumseh Commons, a visitor center and open
space for events.
Recalling the town before its
decline in the mid-20th century,
Wohrle said, “When I was a boy,
there used to be people walking
up and down both sides of the
[main] street.” Wohrle claimed
that his mother told him of a
president that once visited the

town before he was born, but he
could not recall the president’s
name.
Main Street lies at the base
of some hills, and the houses of
the town’s residents lay among
them. Many of the buildings
have been torn down, including
an old schoolhouse and entire
neighborhoods — like the town’s
“Welsh Hill,” which once housed
the town’s Welsh miner population. Abandoned and boarded-up houses are still dispersed
amongst those with cars parked
in their driveways.
Besides the declining population, Shawnee has also experienced a wave of crime. The town
and the surrounding area have
had problems with “dope,” according to Wohrle, part of an ongoing trend of opiate use in Ohio,
as detailed by the Columbus Dispatch. Judging from Wohrle’s
cheery smile and friendly attitude, one would not suspect that

Wohrle has been robbed more
than 40 times during his tenure
as the shop’s owner. Recalling
one of the incidents, he described
being stabbed in the back by a
knife-wielding teenager whom
he had watched grow up.
Wohrle remains optimistic
about Shawnee. There are signs of
community in the town: A mural
painted by a group of elementary schoolers plasters Shawnee’s
closed-down restaurant, and residents frequent a Facebook page
for the town to share memories
and little bits of history with each
other.
Shawnee may not be the industrial hub that it once was, nor
is it the ghost town that local rumor makes it out to be. But it is
still the home of a hopeful Pat
Wohrle.
He told this Collegian reporter: “They say the good ol’ days
are ahead of you and that’s what
I’m looking forward to.”

Left: A statue of the Virgin Mary peers out of a broken window. Right: Dilapidated buildings along Main Street in Shawnee. | Courtesy of Justin Sun and Wikimedia Commons
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Senior music majors end on a high note with comps recitals
Two conductors and a drum soloist: three musicians present their work in Rosse and Storer.
DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON
ARTS EDITOR

Last Saturday, three senior
music majors presented the culmination of their studies with
recitals that showed off their talent. From French choir music to a
song from Woodstock, Rosse and
Storer Halls were filled with music
throughout the day.
Katherine Connolly
Katherine Connolly
began her conducting
recital with a brief lecture about
“Danzόn
No.
2,”
composed
by
Arturo
Márquez.
“As
you
might imagine,” she said,
“it is the second danzόn.”
Her lecture
spoke both
to musically
inclined audience members and to those who were not,
explaining the confusing musical terms without weighing her
speech down with definitions.
By the time Connolly turned
away from the audience, ready to
conduct her 25-person wind and
percussion ensemble in Rosse
Hall Auditorium, she had set the
bar very high for herself.
The ensemble performed three
songs, each more impressive than
the last. Her band of Kenyon students and community members
played fiercely and the powerful

melodies received a standing ovation at the end of the concert.
“There are definitely parts that
I messed up,” Connolly said, “but
I think that even when those hiccups happened, we managed to
get through them and I managed
to be like ‘Okay, that happened,
let’s get back on track.’”
Andrew Perricone
More than 50 audience members gathered in Brandi Recital
Hall to watch Andrew Perricone
conduct 12 Kenyon students in
a choir performance. As the
performers’ voices echoed
through the intimate recital space, it was easy to forget
that these were not professionals, but Kenyon students
with busy lives outside of the
performance.
The group, dressed elegantly in black and white, sang four
songs, two of which were in
German and French. Each was
met with roaring applause from
the audience.
“I tried to pick things that
were of sufficient difficulty,”
Perricone said, “and I might
have ended up picking some
things that were beyond sufficient
difficulty.”
Despite the complex construction of the pieces, Perricone said
his singers worked extremely hard
during rehearsals to make sure
they gave the best performance
possible.
One of the most difficult pieces
was “The Six Chansons,” composed by Paul Hindemith and
based on different poems written
in French by the Bohemian-Austrian poet Rainer Maria Rilke.

Andrew Perricone conducts 12 Kenyon students for a senior recital in Brandi Recital Hall on Saturday. |
Photo and illustrations by Devon Musgrave-Johnson.

Each section varied in rhythm
and emotion, but Perricone kept
his singers on tempo and created a
cohesive concert piece with seamless transitions.
Thomas Cox
Thomas Cox stepped onto
the Rosse stage, said nothing
and began to play a snare drum.
Throughout his performance,
Cox remained focused on the music, only smiling at the audience
to signal the end of each song.
He showed how dynamic drums
could be.
The first three songs were solo
percussion pieces — just Cox and
a different drum set for each song.
After a brief intermission, other

Kenyon students joined him to
perform five jazz pieces, three of
which Cox arranged himself.
Each of these songs incorporated a range of instruments but allowed the drums to shine through
and remain the center of
the performance.
Cox’s performance
made it
clear that
he
was
comfortable playing the
drums and really
knew what he was
doing.
“I really think that regardless of your performance

medium — if you are acting or
playing music — I feel like you really have to make the space your
own and be comfortable,” Cox
said. “I think we were able to do
that on Saturday.”

A Writer’s Harvest rakes in the dough for East Knox schools
DANIEL OLIVIERI
STAFF WRITER

Forty writers and readers filled
Peirce Lounge last Friday evening, to listen to eight Kenyon student writers read their work aloud.
This was part of Poetry and Prose
for PEKK (also known as the annual Writer’s Harvest), an event to
raise money for the East Knox local
school district’s music program.
The Writer’s Harvest has been
a Kenyon tradition since the mid90s when it was run in concert
with the Kenyon Review’s Empty
Bowls event. (In recent years, the
two events have operated independently.) This year, the Partnership of
East Knox and Kenyon (PEKK) organized the event to foster community relations between Kenyon and
Knox County. AVI provided free refreshments, and literary magazines
HIKA, Persimmons and the Kenyon
Review each arranged for different

writers to read short pieces of prose repair broken musical instruments
or poetry. These writers were Bran- and buy new ones.
donlee Cruz ’19, Mollie Greenberg
The East Knox school district has
’19, Tyler Raso
not had the
’19, Brent Mafunds to offer
People were
theny ’19, Claire
musical inreally in a place struments to
Oleson ’19 and
Elana
Spiv- to think about what
students who
ack ’17, Natalie it means to be a local
wish to play
Keller ’19, Mad- community.
in the school
eline Farr ’18,
band. PEKK,
Sylvie Robinson
as part of its
Liam Horsman ’17
’20, Katherine
larger goal of
Connolly ’17,
supporting
and Trudy Wrona ’20. The subject East Knox schools, aims to change
matter ranged from seeing an old that. Sarah Sklar ’19, who planned
friend at Walmart to God to a fear the event as part of her role as Out- Students read work to help raise funds for PEKK. | Libby Woodard
of squids.
reach Chair for PEKK, described
The event raised money through the need for music in schools. “I and working on standardized tests.” cance — I mean, last year it was the
a $2 suggested donation at the door work with kindergarteners,” Sklar
In addition to providing finan- same night as the terrorist attacks in
and a literary raffle hosted by the said, “so I go in every week and I see cial support for East Knox, the event Paris and Beirut,” HIKA Editor-inKenyon Review. Raffle prizes includ- these five- and six year-olds trying planners hoped it would lead to a Chief Liam Horsman said. “I think
ed a Kenyon Review tote bag and to concentrate and do well in school, greater sense of community be- people were really in a place to think
several books of prose and poetry. which is really hard when they’re tween Kenyon and Knox County. about what it means to be in a local
They raised $135 and all proceeds not able to put their energy into “I think in the past couple years the community and what it means to be
will help East Knox school district anything except for sitting at a desk event has taken on a special signifi- in a community at large.”

“
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Pop-up show takes art downtown

Selective Gallery exhibit brings
student work to Mount Vernon.

FRANCES SAUX
ARTS EDITOR

While most downtown Mount
Vernon shops were closing for
the night on Monday, the Place at
the Woodward was just gearing
up. Christmas lights hung in the
storefront windows above “The
Chase,” a watercolor and pigmented ink painting by Weichen
Zhao ’20.
Inside, two dozen Gund Gallery staffers, Kenyon students and
professors milled about for the
opening of a pop-up art show, organized by the Gund Gallery and
featuring art pieces by Kenyon
students.
As a Gund Gallery associate
and student leader of the Gund
Gallery’s operations team, Emma
Garschagen ’19 returned to campus this fall with a novel task: organizing the first Gund Gallery
pop-up show of student art in
downtown Mount Vernon. The
Gund Gallery staff had already
coordinated with The Place to
set dates for the event — all they
needed was art. Garschagen and
her fellow associates sent emails
in September asking for submissions, but as the weeks passed,
they only received five.
“It was a month of me being
like, ‘So we’re not getting work,
the show’s not gonna happen,’”
Garschagen said.

Students mingle at the Gund Gallery’s pop-up student art show in Mount Vernon. | Shane Canfield

Then, in the two days before
the deadline, 103 pieces came in.
Surprised by the influx, Garschagen organized a committee of 11
associates — none of whom submitted art — to select works for
the show.
The show itself, which features
24 pieces by 15 student artists,
opened Monday evening at the
Place at the Woodward, an event
space that took over the South
Main Street storefront where Sips
Coffee Shop used to be.
After such a selective process,

the chosen pieces were masterfully produced and well displayed.
They showcased high skill levels
and a range of artistic styles, from
Alec Clothier’s ’20 four-page,
black-and-white graphic novel,
Fulfillment, to Zoe Chrissos’ ’18
untitled spiral wooden sculpture.
“I’m really impressed with
the Kenyon student body,” Alex
Comerci ’19, who has two works
in the show, said. “It’s cool to see
your work hanging in a more professional setting.”
With the upcoming opening of

the Kenyon-owned Wright Building (formerly known as the Buckeye Candy Building), Gund Gallery staffers hope the show will
encourage students to make the
trek into Mount Vernon, but also
that it will connect the Gallery
with the rest of the Knox County
art scene, Garschagen said.
This show does not have a
particular theme or focus, although the Gund Gallery associates would consider one for future
shows in Mount Vernon, either at
the Place or elsewhere. The pieces

currently on display use a medley
of styles and deal with a variety of
subject matters.
If there is any common thread
throughout the show, however accidental, it might be the presence
of human bodies. Comerci’s “Ivy”
is a drawing of an I.V. attached
to a forearm, made with ink and
gold leaf. His other piece, “Khadim,” is a shadowy photograph of
a screaming Khadim Dieng ’19.
“Faith Ringgold’s Feminist Artist Statement” by Meera White
’18 is six illustrations of women
above quotes by contemporary
artist Faith Ringgold. In Emma
Brown’s ’17 “Lonely Body,” a fragmented woman’s torso floats in
a black frame. Katie Lovins’s ’17
“Eupnea: 1 Minute,” a series of
inflated paper bags affixed to a
wooden backdrop, represents the
breathing patterns of a human
being. Harlee Mollenkopf’s ’17
“Shelter” is a dress made of wire
and fabric that looks like a body is
wearing it.
Framed on the gallery’s walls,
the works looked professional;
many of the student artists plan to
sell their work, as advertised in the
show’s program. “You hear ‘popup show’ and picture thumbtacks
in the wall,” Garschagen said.
“It ended up being a good
snapshot of student work,” Garschagen said, “or definitely hitting
a vein of it.”

Pulitzer finalist charmed Cheever with ghosts and sonnets
Diane Seuss read from her latest book, Four Legged Girl, during talk for the Kenyon Review
FRANCES SAUX and
DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON
ARTS EDITORS

period’s period.”
The Juniper Prize-winning poet
is a no-nonsense reader. Her voice is
“I mean we push back people. / loud, clear and free of poetic kitschiHarder than day labor. Harder than ness. The imagery in her poetry alshoving a bull / out of the cow pad- ternated between the delicate and
dock.”
the grotesquely frank; the word
Diane Seuss spoke unusual words “marigolds” popped up, but so did
in the Cheever Room of Finn House the word “pee” — twice, actually.
as she read some of her critically“I go to a lot of these readings,
acclaimed poetry
and usually I
for an event hostam drawn to
It was the way
ed by the Kenyon
the poetry or
Review on Tuesshe held herself the writer’s
day.
story,” Bella
that made her so great.
This particuBlofeld ’19,
lar line is from
a
Kenyon
Bella Blofeld ’19
a poem entitled
Review as“People,
the
sociate, said.
ghosts down in North-of-the-South “But with [Seuss], it was the way she
aren’t see through” from Seuss’ most held herself that made her so great —
recent collection, Four Legged Girl probably one of my favorites.”
— which she fondly called “fourSomehow, with poems that use
legged freakazoid” during her read- phrases like “testicular bur,” Seuss
ing — published by Graywolf Press reaches for truth with an honest delast year.
meanor, pondering themes of beauty
The book, a finalist for the 2016 and womanhood and meditating
Pulitzer Prize in poetry, owes its about her hometown. Seuss, currentname to Myrtle Corbin, a woman ly a writer-in-residence at Kalamaborn with four legs and two pelvises zoo College in Kalamazoo, Michiin 19th-century Tennessee.
gan, grew up by the Ohio-Michigan
In a strange twist, Four Legged border, an area her writing characGirl is split into five sections of po- terizes as a sort of ghost town.
etry: “blossomhouse,” “blowtorch
“Haunting, where I come from, is
the hinges,” “lush,” “free beer” and “a a different sort of thing,” she said.

“

Diane Seuss, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, spoke in Finn House last Tuesday. | Jack Zellweger

Oftentimes when reading her
poems, Seuss would stop halfway
through to comment on her work.
“This is fast,” she said to the audience. “14 lines, man. You can get
through that.”
She also shared some of her more
recent poetry, including selections
from a current work in progress that
she called a memoir in sonnets.
She noted that her new material
was particularly autobiographical.

Writing about the self, she added, is
a good way for young writers to get
started.
At the end of her reading, she
invited questions from the crowd.
When an audience member asked
about life after the recent presidential
election, Seuss admitted she thought
the poems she read were too naive
for a world in which Donald Trump
is set to become the U.S. President.
In the past week, she said, she had

struggled to put pen to paper, unsure
of what to write in response to recent
events. But she also said she thinks a
commitment to language offers an
escape.
When Seuss came to Kenyon
Review Fellow Margaree Little’s creative writing multi-genre workshop
to speak to the students, she touched
on this idea of language as an escape,
telling them that writing is a “power”
and that they need to “use it.”
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There will be blood
After trudging around campus and sacrificing two dollars’ worth of quarters and dimes,
the Collegian staff struggled to find tampons
and pads in bathroom dispensers in Kenyon
buildings. Dispensers were often marked as
empty, already had coins inside or simply did
not work. Sometimes, the machines ate our
coins and gave us nothing in return.
Many public bathrooms on campus do not
even have dispensers, and the age of the building did not affect this. Both the Gund Gallery and Lentz House are recent additions, but
the Gund Gallery had dispensers in the bathrooms and Lentz House did not. The Ransom
Hall dispensers featured 1980s-era graphics,
and a dispenser in Ascension Hall contained
an aerosol can where the tampons should be.
There was also a discrepency in prices, from
50 cents in the Gund Gallery to 10 cents in
Ascencion Hall. In contrast, a box of Tampax costs $7 for 32 tampons, approximately 22
cents for a tampon. A 25-cent fee is more appropriate than half a dollar.
As we heard from a member of the maintenance staff, these machines haven’t been
stocked in years. By the looks of some of the
vintage tampons we found in Ransom Hall
and the third f loor of Peirce Dining Hall, one
would think tampons don’t expire.
Except, well, they do have expiration dates.
And older tampons could house bacteria and
mold that could cause vaginal infections or, in
rare cases, Toxic Shock Syndrome.
We understand menstruation probably isn’t
the first thing on the minds of the administrators interviewed for our article — the majority of whom are male — but the lack of access
to tampons and pads in public bathrooms is a
problem. These coin-operated dispensers are
essential for the moments every individual
who menstruates has experienced: realizing
that it’s that time of the month, and you have
no supplies on hand.
After a presidential election that has left
some pessimistic about the near future of
women’s rights and health options, there is no
better time for Kenyon to prioritize access to
feminine hygiene products.

HAVE OPINIONS?
What do you think of the undercover officer citing students at
the Village Inn, or the shortage
of pads and tampons in public
bathrooms across campus?
Would you like to respond to
one of this week’s op-ed writers?
The Collegian is looking for new
writers! For details on how to
contribute to Opinions, please
contact the Opinions Editors:
Tobias Baumann
baumannt@kenyon.edu
Maya Lowenstein
lowensteinm@kenyon.edu

SHANE CANFIELD | COLLEGIAN

On accessibility, barriers and compassion
Student struggled to receive accommodations for her disability.
chair, I felt humiliated by the callous nature of how I may or may not
be accommodated. The sequence
Several weeks ago, before the tu- of events up to then had made my
multuous final events of this election safety seem contingent on the concycle, I injured my knee and needed venience of others.
a powered wheelchair to get around.
I recounted these difficulties on
I have cerebral palsy, so crutches Facebook because I’ve often found
weren’t an option. I tried walking social media to be an excellent
around with a walker as best I could, platform for informing my friends
but eventually it became clear my about disability-related issues. I
injury would conwanted others to
tinue to worsen
know what was
Waiting to hear happening. What
unless I could use
back about the followed was an
a chair.
College-owned
chair, I
Erin Salva, the
outpouring
of
director of Student felt humiliated by the
support.
PeoAccessibility and callous nature of how I
ple I only knew
Support Services
as acquaintanc(SASS), informed may or may not be aces shared in my
me that the Col- comodated.
frustration. Ten
lege had one powwonderful friends
ered wheelchair that elderly visitors — Wesley Davies ’17, Reagan Nevcould use when they came to Ken- iska ’17, Amy Sheahan ’17, Katheryon. She could ask to borrow it for ine King ’17, Hayley Yussman ’18,
me, she said, but only if it wasn’t Lauren Michael ’17, Katie Hardiman
in use. I asked if the College could ’15, Yoobin Han ’18, Muhammed
rent a scooter for me if the chair was Hansrod ’18 and Justin Martin ‘19
unavailable, but she said she didn’t — wrote eloquent letters to SASS,
think her office could.
imploring them to allow me to use
I now know we misunderstood the College’s wheelchair. By the time
each other: Erin hadn’t known it I received the good news that the
was possible to rent mobility devic- chair was available, my heart was so
es. At the time, it seemed to me like full. I felt loved and protected in inthe College wouldn’t obtain a sec- describable ways.
ond scooter since mobility devices
These upcoming weeks and
are classified as medical equipment, months may be disheartening to
for which the onus to buy is on indi- many due to Trump’s election. Peoviduals who need them. Waiting to ple with marginalized identities are
hear back about the College-owned afraid, and rightly so, due to the na-

LIN MIAO
CONTRIBUTOR

“

tional rise in hate crimes and discriminatory harassment after the
election. I’ve spent a lot of time
thinking about structural barriers
on campus: We may always have too
many staircases and not enough elevators. However, the invisible barriers formed by others’ attitudes and
beliefs can be just as restrictive.
I’ve been repeatedly told I enjoy
special treatment on account of my
disability, when the only benefit that
accommodations give me is an equal
chance to succeed. I haven’t been
able to withstand these barriers on
my own because, when left alone
with memories of such criticisms,
I have succumbed to anxiety and
helplessness. Being in communion
with my friends and other loved
ones allows me to share my burdens
and experiences. I wish I could offer clever aphorisms or silver-bullet
plans for how we can move forward
in protecting each other’s rights, but
I can only say that the first step is to
name your challenges, to hear and to
be heard.
For me, taking this first step
brought me compassion, comfort
and, ultimately, hope for a future
Justin Martin ’19 describes, in which
“the Class of 2025 or 2030 sees having only a few disabled people at a
college as just as laughable as a college with two women or two people
of color.”
Lin Miao ’17 is a psychology major
from Willoughby, Ohio. Contact her
at miaol@kenyon.edu.
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Election necessitates
strength, compassion
PHILLIP GRAY CLARK
CONTRIBUTOR

us on, and never will, is our community.
Wednesday, Nov. 9 might have
We are all drawn to this Hill for
been one of the scariest days for some indescribable sense of place. A
America. It is scary to our country, community that eats together, studto democracy, to the LGBTQ+ com- ies together, laughs together, loves
munity, African-Americans, Lati- together and mourns together. Now,
nos, women, Muslims, immigrants more than ever, we need to stress
and so many others. If I were to take that. We need to take our commuthe time to list them all, I would nity and make it even stronger, more
probably take up the entire Colle- loving, accepting and kind.
gian.
I will never fully understand the
Watching the news, or talking sufferings of every student on this
to our friends, the question “where Hill, but we need to come together
do we go from here?” is commonly as an even stronger community.
asked. But I want to focus on where
The Cove might be destroyed,
we, Kenyon College, go. This place Sendoff might be canceled, the liis founded on our community. I am brary might get knocked down, but
sure at many of our peer institutions no Electoral College decision or fedthey can boast similar class sizes, ac- eral law will ever remove our comcessibility to professors, an incred- munity. No vote can change how
ible education
much we all
— the list goes
love, care for
We need to
on and on.
or support each
Some of our
other.
take our compeer institu- munity and make it even
Stay togethtions can also
er, stay united
stronger, more loving,
boast a larger
and may God
accepting and kind.
endowment,
bless America.
more selecPhillip Gray
tive majors, a
Clark ’17 is a
prestigious and recognizable name, history and Russian area studies maa town with more than three restau- jor from Atlanta, Ga. Contact him at
rants, etc. But what they can’t beat clarkp@kenyon.edu.

“

Our Health Center misdiagnoses
Common, treatable illnesses often go undiagnosed.
HAYLEY YUSSMAN
STAFF WRITER

At the end of fall and during the depths of winter,
“I need to go to the Health
Center” becomes as common as quick hellos and
friendly acknowledgements
on Middle Path.
The high traffic at the Cox
Health and Counseling Center would lead one to believe
that it is well-equipped to deal
with the onslaught of student
illness, but my friends and I
have often left misdiagnosed.
College health centers are
not meant to serve all the
functions of a doctor’s office,
but it is reasonable to expect
accurate diagnoses for common illnesses such as strep
throat, mono and tonsillitis.
I have heard of a multitude
of students that has reported
inaccurate diagnoses, leading
to difficulties coping with
coursework.
Just last year, I was sick
with strep and tonsillitis,
which are common illnesses
among college students. Despite making multiple trips
to the Health Center and in-

“

That the Health Center is unable to
provide accurate diagnoses, in addition to being unavailable at times during the night and the weekends, signals a lack
of administrative attention and care to the
health and needs of students.
sisting that I wasn’t getting
better, I was assured that I
would be fine and kept being
sent home with painkillers
and cough drops. The Health
Center never gave me a diagnosis.
I ultimately had to go to
a clinic in Mount Vernon to
get the diagnosis and medicine I needed, which was expensive and time-consuming.
Additionally, at this point, I
had been missing classes for
two weeks, which would have
been unnecessary had I received a proper diagnosis in
the first place.
Within a couple days of
receiving my diagnosis and
medicine from the clinic in
Mount Vernon, I was virtually healed and ready to return
to classes, leaving me to ponder what had gone wrong at
the Health Center.

I believe that the problem
of misdiagnoses lies in the
administration’s lack of attention, communication and
dedication to the Health Center and making it as helpful
as possible. That the Health
Center is unable to provide
accurate diagnoses, in addition to being unavailable at
times during the night and
the weekends, signals a lack
of administrative attention
and care to the health and
needs of students. This lack
of care is indicative of a larger administrative culture that
denies students the voice and
tools they need in order to
succeed to their full potential.
Hayley Yussman ’18 is an
English and political science
major from River Forest, Ill.
Contact her at yussmanh@kenyon.edu.

In the election’s wake, we must rethink political engagement
How becoming complacent about democracy directly affected Trump’s rise to presidency.
JULIA WALDOW
ART DIRECTOR

I spent most of Election
Day feeling like a giddy child
waiting to go to Disneyland
— bursting with energy, and
excited for what was ahead.
Sitting down in front of my
TV that evening, I felt like
America would be “the happiest place on earth” if Hillary
Clinton took the presidency. But by the time Donald
Trump seized enough electoral votes, I felt like I was
on a ride gone wrong, and I
needed to get off. I became
nauseous and sweaty, and
my heart began to beat fast.
Tuesday night was not a fantasy. It was a nightmare, and
I couldn’t wake up.
Like many other Americans, I began looking for answers after the results. “How
did we let this happen?” I
wondered. I didn’t want to
admit it, but I had underestimated the sheer power that
Trump held over so many disgruntled Americans. I wanted
to believe that someone who
was misogynistic, racist, homophobic, anti-Semitic and
bigoted couldn’t possibly win

“

I hope this election shows us that it
is important to be politically engaged early on and all the time.
We cannot wait for other people to
do work for us. We cannot hold off until
something happens to us or someone we
love to be concerned.

over our country. In a smallminded way, though, I didn’t
realize that so many Americans would vote for Trump —
not because they were racists
or homophobes, but because
they genuinely thought that
he could fix problems in the
country. As technology billionaire Peter Thiel said, the
Trump voters took Trump seriously, but not literally. The
media, he said, took Trump
literally but not seriously. It is
in this distinction that we can
partially come to understand
how Trump was not held accountable.
In the days following the
election, reporters have received a lot of f lak for not
treating Trump’s presidency
as a legitimate possibility.
As media columnist Michael
Wolff said in USA Today, “[the

media] found itself telling the
stories its audience wanted to
hear, a problem compounded
by the fact that these were
the stories the people in the
media most wanted to hear.”
The media often assured voters that Clinton was bound to
win — a claim that may have
dissuaded voters from going
to the polls in the first place.
Media sources, including social networks like Facebook,
have been criticized for treating Trump as ratings-worthy
entertainment, or for airing
Trump’s speeches in their
entirety. While I understand
this argument, I think there
is another possibility we must
entertain.
The hard truth is that we
as a culture did not act early
enough to prevent Trump’s
presidency. Yes, the media

should have started communicating and dissecting
Trump’s offensive platform
as soon as he announced he
was running for president.
But we also can’t rely on the
media for everything. If we
see someone robbing a bank,
we do not need to be told by
a professional journalist that
it is wrong. We simply know.
Likewise, we do not need
to hear from the media that
Trump’s comments are bigoted or hurtful or life-threatening to many groups in this
country. The media helps us
contextualize
information,
but we must do some of the
work, too.
We shouldn’t have waited
until Trump became president-elect to feel worried.
The average American should
have taken action as early as
2015. We should have gone
door-to-door, phone-banked,
talked to people, donated
money to other campaigns,
anything. That was the time
to act. We can still band together in the days following Election Day — and we
should — but we also must
recognize that in many ways,
anti-Trump forces as a whole

acted too late. We didn’t push
hard enough, we weren’t politically engaged enough, and
we didn’t feel enough fear until reality set in. Our attitude,
not just that of the media or
Trump supporters, is also to
blame in this election.
I am the first to admit
that I thought Clinton had
the election in the bag. I donated money and canvassed
and went phone-banking,
and for that I am proud. But
I also was guilty of not taking Trump seriously enough.
I hope this election shows us
that it is important to be politically engaged early on and
all the time.
We cannot wait for other
people to do work for us. We
cannot hold off until something happens to us or someone we love to be concerned.
As Tim Kaine said when visiting Kenyon, “We cannot
take anything for granted.” I
hope we remember that now,
but also in the next four years
and in many elections to
come.
Julia Waldow ’17 is an English major from Los Angeles,
Calif. She can be reached at
waldowj@kenyon.edu.
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Lords quarterback Merkle sets Kenyon record on Senior Day
Kenyon fell to Denison Saturday, but Thomas Merkle ’20 brightened football’s season finale.
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

DENISON
KENYON

41
12

On Saturday, the Denison
University Big Red spoiled Kenyon football’s Senior Day by
defeating the Lords 41-12, but
the game was not without a Kenyon highlight. Thomas Merkle ’20, with 225 passing yards
in the game, brought his season
total to 2,928, the most singleseason passing yards by a quarterback in Kenyon history.
Intent on putting the Lords
away early, Denison (8-2;
NCAC 7-2) jumped to a 24-0
lead in the very first quarter
of play. Though the Lords (3-7;
NCAC 2-7) outscored the Big
Red in the second half, their
efforts proved too little and too
late as Denison cruised to their
10th consecutive victory over
Kenyon.
Denison ran the ball relentlessly during their first possession of the game, wearing
down the Kenyon defense in
the process. Capitalizing on
their opponents’ fatigue, Denison finished off the drive with
a 20-yard touchdown pass to
take a 7-0 lead.
Kenyon’s ensuing posses-

Denison players attempt to block Ian Robertson ’19 at Saturday’s game. | Courtesy of Mike Munden

sion got off to an inauspicious
start, as a botched kickoff return forced the Lords to start
the drive at their own one-yard
line. Things went from bad to
worse for the Lords when they
fumbled two plays later to give
Denison a first down at Kenyon’s own five-yard line. On
the next play, the Big Red were
the beneficiaries of a defensive
holding penalty that negated
an interception by Curt Wil-

liams ’18, allowing Denison
to retain possession. The Big
Red took advantage of the penalty and registered a two-yard
touchdown to take a 14-0 lead.
Driving down to Kenyon’s
eight-yard line on their next
possession, the Big Red made
it a three-touchdown game
when Kenyon’s defense bit on a
play-action pass play, allowing
Denison’s quarterback to toss
the ball to a wide-open receiver

in the end zone. Denison added a 23-yard field goal to make
the score 24-0 after the first 15
minutes of play.
After a disastrous first quarter, Kenyon’s defense managed
to temper Denison’s explosive
offense, conceding only one
touchdown in the second quarter to enter halftime at 31-0.
Kenyon faced a 38-0 deficit
in the third quarter after Denison’s fourth passing touch-

down of the day. Ian Bell ’18 responded and got the Lords on
the scoreboard, taking a direct
snap and running the ball into
the endzone from 16 yards out.
Failing to convert on the pointafter-touchdown attempt, Kenyon trailed Denison 38-6.
Denison added to its lead
with a 48-yard field goal later
in the third quarter, but Merkle did the Big Red one better,
connecting with Ian Robertson
’19 down the left sideline for
a 36-yard touchdown pass to
make the score 41-12. With the
completion, Merkle surpassed
Chris Creighton ’91, current
head football coach at Eastern
Michigan University, for most
passing yards in a single season
by a Kenyon quarterback.
Finishing the season with
the second-highest output of
passing yards in the North
Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC), the Lords look to develop other aspects of their
play over the offseason. “Next
year, I think we really need to
be better at finishing games —
starting fast, as well,” Brandon
Byrd ’18 said. ”As long as we
can do that, I think our record
will be a lot better, and just
having a better attitude coming out to games.”

Field hockey concludes Ladies find hot hands in home win
season in second round
TOMMY JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

JUSTIN SUN
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
ELIZABETHTOWN
SALISBURY
KENYON

2
1
3
0

The Ladies field hockey team
closed its season Saturday with a loss
to the Salisbury University Sea Gulls
in the second round of the NCAA
Division III Tournament. This year’s
NCAA tournament was Kenyon’s
first national field hockey competition since a first-round exit in 2014.
On Nov. 9, Kenyon faced Elizabethtown College (14-5; Elizabethtown, Pa.) in the first round of the
tournament. The Ladies’ offense was
nonexistent at the match’s start; Kenyon failed to make a shot in the first
half, while the Elizabethtown Blue
Jays capped off the first half with a
goal fewer than two minutes before
halftime. Slow starts had become
the recent norm for the Ladies, who
came back from 0-1 deficits in both
of their NCAC tournament victories.
Late in the second half, the Ladies
began to turn the match around, tying the game with a Hannah Sklar
’20 goal, assisted by Shannon Hart
’18, off a penalty corner. In overtime
— after goalie Sarah Speroff ’18 came
up with a save on a Blue Jay’s break-

away — the Ladies delivered on another penalty corner when Katelyn
Hutchinson ’18 assisted Kelsey Trulik ’18 for the game-winner.
For their next game, the Ladies
traveled further east to face Salisbury
University (17-1; Salisbury, Md.). In
a National Field Hockey Coaches
Association poll, Division-III field
hockey coaches ranked the Salisbury
Sea Gulls second in the nation; Kenyon could not crack the top 20. The
first half began with the two goalies
trading saves, but after the 24-minute mark, the Sea Gulls found the
back of the net off a rebound. The
second half proved worse for the
Ladies, as Salisbury scored another
goal off a penalty corner and then
finished the Ladies off with one more
goal to push the score to 0-3.
Overall, Salisbury outshot Kenyon 16-9, and Speroff, despite her
nine saves, could not stop the Sea
Gulls’ attack on her own.
Done for this year, the Ladies
look forward to another strong season next fall. Continuity will help
Kenyon field hockey make another
run at the national tournament. All
of the team’s starters will return, including Speroff, this season’s North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
Defensive Player of the Year, and
Hutchinson, Kenyon’s leading scorer
with 11 goals this season.

KENYON
MUSKINGUM

68
57

On Tuesday the Ladies basketball team kicked off its season with
a win over the Muskingum University Fighting Muskies. Due to a
high-scoring third quarter and efficient free-throw shooting, Kenyon
(1-0; NCAC 0-0) pulled away from
Muskingum (0-1; New Concord,
Ohio) to claim the 68-57 victory at
home.
Bailey Dominguez ’17 led Kenyon in scoring with 14 points, but
Griffin Tullis ’18 did the dirty work,
not only scoring 13 points but also
pulling down 10 rebounds and securing five steals. Prior to the season, Head Coach Suzanne Helfant
referenced the team’s depth as a
strength this season. That depth
was on full display Tuesday night,
with Jessica Gerber ’19 and Charlotte Bussema ’17 coming off the
bench to provide 10 and eight points
respectively.
The Ladies started hot, with
Dominguez nailing a three-pointer
just 30 seconds into the first quarter.
The story of the first half, however,
was Muskingum’s shooting. The
Fighting Muskies were on a roll early in the second quarter and, at one
point, led the Ladies by six. Though

Kenyon continually got secondchance points and quality opportunities in the paint from their pickand-roll gameplay, the Fighting
Muskies outscored them 20-14 in
the second quarter to go into halftime leading 31-29.
Kenyon pulled ahead with a
slew of three straight three-pointers
midway through the third period.
Three-point shooting was the story
of the second half: After only making two of 11 shots from behind the
arc in the first half, the Ladies unleashed five three-pointers to swing
the momentum in their favor. Despite Muskingum’s best efforts, Kenyon’s discipline on defense, marked

by their 11 steals, kept the Fighting
Muskies from closing the gap.
In the end, Kenyon pulled away
with composure at the free-throw
line. The Ladies did not miss any of
their eight free throws in the second
half, and a calm and collected Sidney Cera ’17 closed out the game,
going four-for-four from the line in
the final minute when Muskingum
intentionally fouled.
The Ladies travel to Anderson,
Ind. this weekend to take part in
the Anderson University (0-1) TipOff invitational. Kenyon will play its
first game of the invitational tomorrow against Marietta College (0-1;
Marietta, Ohio).

Griffin Tullis ’18 snags a rebound against Muskingum. | Cat Smith
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Lords look for returning players to fill big shoes this season
The Kenyon men’s basketball team has its sights set on top seed in the NCAC tournament.

Tim Connolly ’16 shoots a runner against Denison on Feb. 10. Connolly led Lords basketball in scoring with 19.8 points per game last season. | Courtesy of Kenyon Athletics
TOMMY JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

MUSKINGUM
KENYON

85
60

The Lords basketball team finished last year’s season right in
the middle of the pack, posting an
11-15 record and concluding their
season ranked sixth among the 10
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) teams. Kenyon’s gameplay
was marked by the performances of Tim Connolly ’16 and Brien
Comey ’16. There is not a single category — from scoring to minutes
played — in which either Comey or
Connolly did not lead the team, according to Kenyon Athletics’ 201516 Cumulative Statistics. That said,
the Lords feel they have a strong
enough returning group, along

with eight talented first years, to
leave their mark on the NCAC this
year.
Alex Powell ’18 predicts that,
regardless of losing Connolly and
Comey, the team is slated to be
even better this season. “[Connolly and Comey] provided a lot
of scoring,” he said, but this year is
all about “having a much more balanced attack.”
Head Coach Dan Priest believes
that the team’s spacing will also
be stronger. “We shoot better as
a team,” he said. “And the five juniors have all changed physically,”
he added, referring to the returning players’ commitment to spend
ample time in the offseason in the
gym and the weight room.
Shooting is a big priority for this
team — Priest wants the Lords to
shoot more threes this season. The

team has made a concerted effort to
become a consistent shooting team,
and the players are taking not just
any shots, but the right shots. “We
have a lot of unselfish guys willing
to give up an extra shot,” Powell
said.
This Lords team seems to be in
the middle of a multi-year development too; two years ago, Powell
was the only player to shoot over 40
percent from behind the arc. Last
year, Matt Shifrin ’19 was the only
one who shot over 40 percent. This
year, Powell says that, from guards
to forwards, the team has improved
its ability to shoot, and the addition of some talented first years has
been a boon as well.
“It helps that we do have such a
core group of returning guys who
are good-character guys,” Powell
said. “I think that helps the young-

er guys fit in.”
The Lords will need all the
chemistry they can find to avoid
falling behind early in a conference of basketball powerhouses.
The NCAC is one of the most competitive conferences in the country: Ohio Wesleyan University
(0-0; NCAC 0-0) is the 10th-best
Division-III team in the country, according to D3Hoops.com,
and The College of Wooster (1-0;
NCAC 0-0) and Hiram College (10; NCAC 0-0) are both regionally
ranked.
This year, Kenyon wants to situate itself among these teams. The
top four teams in the conference
will host a home conference tournament game, and Priest considers
hosting one of those games a paramount goal.
To reach the tournament, the

Lords will need to work out a few
hitches in their offense early this
season. In the first game of the season, Kenyon (0-1; NCAC 0-0) lost
to Muskingum University (1-0;
New Concord, Ohio) on Tuesday.
The Lords could not find the shooting stroke they wanted, going 1-6
on three-point shots, and lost the
game 85-60. Phillip Crampton ’18
led the team with 13 points and
nine rebounds.
The Lords stay on the road this
weekend, playing against Trine
University (1-0; Angola, Ind.) tomorrow and Albion College (0-0;
Albion, Mich.) on Saturday. Kenyon opens at home on Nov. 22
against Earlham College (0-0;
Richmond, Ind.). After that, the
Lords begin their quest for a top
spot in the NCAC at Denison University (1-0; NCAC 0-0) on Dec. 3.

Men’s soccer heads for the Sweet 16 on Lowry game-winner
The Lords beat Maryville and Lynchburg this weekend to advance in the NCAA tournament.
PETER DOLA
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
MARYVILLE
KENYON
LYNCHBURG

3
0
2
1

This weekend, the Lords surged
into the sweet 16 of the NCAA Division-III men’s soccer tournament
with a blow-out 3-0 win against
Maryville College and a nail-biting
overtime 2-1 win against the host
Lynchburg College.
Kenyon (19-2; NCAC 8-1) eliminated Maryville (18-3; Maryville,
Tenn.) on Saturday. By the boxscore, the game seemed fairly even
— each team fired off around 15
shots, with about a third of those on

target — but the Lords rose above match were scoreless; keeper Sam
Maryville with the ability to fin- Clougher ’17 made multiple saves
ish their shots. Late in the first half, to keep the Maryville attack at bay.
Kenyon broke
In the waning
the
scoreseconds of the
less tie when
match, David
The senior
Philippe Stenleadership was Anderson ’19
gel ’20 chipped
notched an inthe ball over inspiring, and we didn’t
surance goal,
the Maryville want that to be their last giving Kenyon
game.
goalkeeper
the 3-0 win.
and into the
On Sunnet.
day, Kenyon
Bret Lowry ’19
In the secfaced Lynchond half, the
burg (17-2-4;
Lords continued the pressure. Ke- Lynchburg, Va.), a team ranked
nyon’s leading goal-scorer of the 11th in NCAA Division-III men’s
season, Brice Koval ’19, placed the soccer. The match proved to be a
ball into the lower lefthand cor- physical one: the two teams colner of the net, doubling Kenyon’s lected 35 fouls and five yellow cards
lead. The next 30 minutes of the over the course of the game.

“

Kenyon found the first goal in
the 14th minute of the match when
Henry Myers ’18 picked up a pass
from Woo Jeon ’18 and found the
back of the net. This lead did not
last long for the Lords; they gave
up a goal just six minutes later. The
1-1 tie stood for the rest of regular
time, and the match extended into
a high-stakes overtime.
“Going into the overtime period, we were highly motivated to
go for the win,” Bret Lowry ’19 said.
“The senior leadership was inspiring, and we didn’t want that to be
their last game. We knew that we
were the better team going forward.”
The Lords capitalized on that
motivation eight minutes into the
first overtime. Jeon lifted a cross to

Myers, who headed it back across
the net to a wide-open Lowry.
Lowry sank the goal with a highflying header, and the Lords advanced into the Sweet 16 for the
fourth year in a row. Of course, the
Lords have no plans of stopping
there.
“This year, the score has been
more evenly distributed across a
few players, which poses a problem to opposing defenses,” Lowry
said. “I think this, along with the
fact that we only had to replace one
starter this year, are both factors
that can help us get further in the
NCAA tournament than last year.”
The Lords head to Boston to
face Trinity University (22-1; San
Antonio) on Saturday in the third
round of the NCAA tournament.

